USE #LN1619
PORTAIT BLOUSE
with this
PETER PAN & BOW
COLLAR PATTERN
**Description:** A Style Extender is a free mini pattern designed for use with a specific Sew Chic Pattern, adding creativity and styling options to the original pattern. Included here are the pattern pieces for two alternate flat collar options to make the Portrait Blouse a 3 view pattern. Collar A is often called a "Peter Pan" with points and a built-in spread to make it easy to add ribbons, bows, or jewelry features to the center front neckline. Collar B has extended ties for a self-tie bow at center front. Both collars are 2 3/8" finished width.

**Fabrics:** See Portrait Blouse fabric suggestions.

**Notions:** See Portrait Blouse notion suggestions.

**Requirements:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>45&quot; Fabric w/o Nap</th>
<th>60&quot; Fabric w/o Nap</th>
<th>Fusible Interfacing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blouse and Collar A</td>
<td>2 ¼ yards</td>
<td>2 ½ yards</td>
<td>1½ yards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blouse and Collar B</td>
<td>3 yards</td>
<td>2 ¼ yards</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PLEASE NOTE: The sale of this pattern is intended for private use. Any use of this design with the intent to reproduce the pattern or garment for production or resale in any form, with or without the name of the Pattern Company or designer, without prior permission is forbidden.
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ASSEMBLE YOUR PATTERN: From each page, remove all TOP and LEFT margins outside of clip marks. On a flat surface, arrange each row from left to right, using clear tape to carefully match pattern lines, matching or overlapping clip marks as needed. Merge rows into columns, taping in place. Final assembly should match this diagram:

---

4” TEST PRINT SQUARE

Print this page first! Measure this square to ensure a correct print scale.
LAYOUT OPTIONS

PETER PAN COLLAR A

2 3/4 yards 45" Fabric with/without Nap

2 1/8 yards 60" Fabric with/without Nap

Selvages

Selvages
TOGETHER

CENTER BACK AND NECK SEAMS ARE 5/8" COLLAR EXT.
SEE PATTERN NOTATIONS

FOLLOW PATTERN ASSEMBLY AS DIRECTED, REPLACING ORIGINAL COLLAR ASSEMBLY.

NOTE: With dressmakers carbon, also mark front dart sewing line and tip. Mark underlay "gusset cut line" as marked on pattern pc #1, but do not cut into line at this stage. To make sewing the seam easier, mark gusset seam line as shown on p

STEP 2: PREPARE PARTS:
PETER PAN COLLAR A

5a. With right sides together, using a 5/8" seam, sew collar right to left at center back matching notches. Press
INNER SEAMS ARE 3/8"

5b. With right sides together, pin and sew upper to lower collar using a 3/8" seam
1 ½ yards 22" Fusible Interfacing

F* = FLIP: Cut pattern in one piece, flip pattern, printed side down, to complete cut.

R* = REVERSE: Pattern layout with printed side down.

BOW COLLAR B

2 1/4 yards 60" Fabric with/without Nap

3 yards 45" Fabric with/without Nap
right sides together, pin and sew lower collar using a 3/8" seam allowance, squaring off from neckline, outside edge. Trim corners and clip as needed. Press with seam toward collar.

6. Turn collar right side out. Understitch seam, sewing into the corners as far as possible. Press flat.

Pin neckline, and baste through all layers at 5/8". Clip curves.

NOTE ABOUT

STEP 2: PREPARE PARTS:
BOW COLLAR B

5a. With right sides together, using a 5/8" seam, sew collar right to left at center back matching notches. Press seam open.
5c. Clip seam allowance to stitching. Trim corners. Press with seam toward facing.

6. Turn collar right side out and press. Understitch around collar as shown. Press flat working out corners. Pin around neckline and baste through all layers at 5/8". Clip curves.

CONTINUE ON WITH BLOUSE DIRECTIONS, SEGMENT 7, SUBSTITUTING THE NEW COLLAR IN SEGMENT 12